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Abstract—A significant amount of fifth-generation (5G) ex-
perimentation facilities and testbeds have been proposed in the
scientific literature over the past five years, each characterized
by its unique setup of resources and control frameworks. Given
the wide set of often contradicting requirements presented
by the various classes of 5G use cases, the 5G-EPICENTRE
project focuses on the provision of a truly open, multi-site 5G
experimentation facility specifically tailored to the needs of public
safety solution providers, which will leverage on, and extend the
capabilities of 5G testbeds developed in, or resulting out of the
5G-PPP Projects (Phase 1-3). At its heart, 5G-EPICENTRE will
encompass best practices derived from Cloud-Native implemen-
tations, providing a platform for automating and streamlining
5G experiment deployment inside flexible, easily reproducible
environments packed in lightweight software containers. 5G-
EPICENTRE will focus on the provision of an innovative, open
and interoperable platform that aims to act as both a testbed,
as well as a federation of existing 5G testbeds. Through an
augmentation of experimentation facilities, 5G-EPICENTRE will
define the necessary information models to interconnect testbeds
partaking in the federation through simplified APIs, and will
facilitate the orchestration of their resources to optimally service
the needs and requirements of PPDR-centric applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR) envelops a
variety of organisations and agencies, all with a common
goal of protecting the general public and the environment,
particularly in cases of natural or man-made disasters [1].
PPDR operations include not only the personnel deployed
on the field to administer first response to incidents, but
also dispatchers and operators stationed in emergency con-
trol centers (ECC). Such facilities are equipped with several
information and communications technology (ICT) systems
designed for efficient communication, coordination and control
between ECCs and deployed field operators. Particularly in
response to disastrous events (such as earthquakes, floods,
etc.), effective cross-discipline PPDR communications play
a crucial role in carrying out duties and saving as many
lives as possible. Given the diverse functions in which PPDR
agencies engage, along with the various environments and
domains (e.g., the urban or rural area, critical facilities, etc.) in

which these disciplines operate, equipment characteristics and
communication needs and requirements may vary significantly.
Hence, PPDR software solution providers required to conduct
rigorous experimentation before their entry into the highly
competitive public safety ICT market are tasked with iden-
tifying an optimal experimentation facility. Finding a testbed
that best suits their needs and application requirements can
become a significantly time-consuming affair, given the many
different options available.

The 5G-EPICENTRE project represents a convergence of
key enabling technologies that are essential to lowering the
entry barrier of the emergency and disaster management mar-
ket in the foreseeable future [2]. This is achieved by allowing
newcomers and smaller players keen on penetrating the market
to rapidly deploy and extensively experiment on demand with
new solutions under various network conditions, thus gaining
the opportunity to improve their offerings in a timely manner,
and address a wider range of public safety organisations
and their requirements. Furthermore, 5G-EPICENTRE aims to
deliver solutions that are based on cloud-native microservice-
oriented architectures, thus gaining a significant competitive
advantage through its support of interoperability between het-
erogeneous experimentation components via lightweight virtu-
alisation technologies (i.e., software containers) and common
orchestration tooling. As a validation step of this federated
infrastructure, 5G-EPICENTRE brings 8 different PPDR use-
cases of distinct nature to comply with the variety of needs in
the industry.

In this paper we present the 5G-EPICENTRE vision of
federating 5G testbed infrastructures into an open, interop-
erable experimentation platform. We present relevant projects
regarding 5G federated testbeds within the EU, and describe
an overview of the envisioned experimental facility building
blocks that comprise the final platform to be delivered. The
paper proposes a services-based architecture approach for
5G-EPICENTRE to achieve the aforementioned goals, aim-
ing at accommodating a microservice-based model through
the decomposition of virtual network functions (VNFs) into



Fig. 1. 5G-EPICENTRE make-up of 5G facility framework (orange) and
modified testbed infrastructure components (purple).

containerised, or cloud-native network functions (CNFs) [3],
which can be deployed on a shared cloud infrastructure, and
which are compatible with modern-era orchestration tools, like
Kubernetes [4]. The described 5G-EPICENTRE architecture is
expected to allow flexible integration of both new and existing
building blocks, particularly the individual 5G components
coming from each of the four geographically dispersed testbed
platforms participating in the federation (5GENESIS Málaga
platform, 5G-VINNI Aveiro facility, CTTC 5G Testbed, 5G
Berlin).

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, there has been a strong activity in the devel-
opment of 5G testbeds for supporting research in mobile tech-
nologies [5]. In this section, particular focus has been placed
on the federation, or interworking, of testbeds’ resources in
heterogeneous and multi-domain scenarios, supported by a
variety of EU and nationally funded research and innovation
activities similar to 5G-EPICENTRE [6]. One of the earliest
initiatives, the Fed4FIRE project, proposed the use of stan-
dardised federation interfaces on top of heterogeneous testbed
software frameworks [7], eventually leading to the largest
federation of testbeds in Europe. More recent approaches are
characterised by the requirement that individual facility sites
partaking in the federation be built to accommodate specific
features dictated by a unified reference architecture.

In the context of the 5G-VINNI project, such an architecture
is proposed to support end-to-end (E2E) network slicing,
service deployment and testing, toward the construction of
interworking testbed facilities in various locations in Europe
[8]. In this way, network slices can be hosted in one or more
geographically dispersed facilities. A similar blueprint is being
developed in 5G EVE [9], where several facilities are unified in
the federation employing an interworking framework enabling

Fig. 2. NFV-MANO reference architectural framework (Adapted from [11]).

cross-site network slicing. Furthermore, the 5GENESIS project
has proposed a common reference architecture for building
integrated experimental platforms toward the validation of 5G
key performance indicators (KPIs) for various use cases in
controlled set-ups and large-scale events [10]. It thus unifies
heterogeneous physical and virtual network elements under a
common coordination framework exposed to experimenters,
while enabling E2E slicing and experimentation automation.

Similarly, 5G-EPICENTRE aims to leverage federation of
heterogeneous 5G testbeds developed under previous 5G-PPP
phases to realise a one-size-fits-all experimentation facility
that can satisfy varied, and sometimes contrasting, sets of
requirements for different types of PPDR applications. In this
respect, the project aims at developing all necessary functional
components to deliver a novel ‘testbed of testbeds’ supporting
a 5G experiments-as-a-service (ExaaS) model. Capitalising on
containerisation technologies, the purpose of 5G-EPICENTRE
is to fully realise the potential of combining 5G and edge
computing paradigms in an open service-oriented architecture
(SoA), which aims to gather together technologies in the
areas of software-defined networking (SDN), network func-
tions virtualisation (NFV), cloud-native applications, and edge
computing, so as to fully realise new business opportunities
for PPDR communication service providers.

III. THE 5G-EPICENTRE APPROACH

Conceptually, the 5G-EPICENTRE architecture represents a
combination of a novel 5G experimentation facility framework
and the modified combined testbed infrastructures of the
four geographically dispersed platforms, as can be seen in
Figure 1. To that end, some elements of the 5G-EPICENTRE
architecture are to be replicated across all four testbeds toward
ensuring synchronisation and harmonisation of the different
platforms partaking in the federation, most prominently the
cloud-native NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO)
components. This is supported so that each platform’s in-
frastructure can maintain its independence whilst ensuring
interoperability with the other platforms, particularly in the
MANO capabilities necessary for deploying and running a



Fig. 3. 5G-EPICENTRE experimentation facility framework. Blue components correspond to ’Front-end Layer’ elements. Orange components correspond to
’Back-end Layer’ elements. Yellow components finally correspond to the ’Federation Layer’.

variety of experimenter applications on top of the NFV infras-
tructure. In this respect, each platform should accommodate a
means to orchestrate and manage deployment and operation of
VNF E2E service chains referred to as network applications
(NetApps) on top of 5G infrastructures.

To that end, the NFV-MANO high-level architectural ref-
erence framework defined by the ETSI Industry Specification
Group for NFV [11] is accommodated by the underlying 5G-
EPICENTRE platforms. The base information elements in-
volved in the NFV-MANO system are summarised in Figure 2.
This evolution to cloud native involves deployment of network
functions in the cloud in the form of microservices contain-
ers, introducing several advantages to ETSI-compliant NFV-
MANO systems [12]. Over the course of the 5G-EPICENTRE
project, we aim at maintaining elements that can continue
to serve their purpose when applying the transformation to
cloud-native NFV, introducing augmentations where necessary,
and replicating those across all four testbed platforms to
accommodate the shift to cloud-native solutions.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION FACILITY FRAMEWORK

The 5G-EPICENTRE vision, as specified in the previous
section, results from the development of functional compo-
nents of an E2E 5G experimentation facility framework, whose
conceptual architecture is shown in Figure 3. This model
accommodates a segmentation of the envisioned architecture
on a vertical axis, adopting a layered design that allows the fa-
cilitation of the development of the various proposed solutions
and functional blocks. The corresponding layers of this axis
from top to bottom are the ‘Front-end’Layer, the ‘Back-end’
Layer, and the ‘Federation’ Layer. The main technological
components comprising this framework are described in the
following paragraphs. Each Layer implements all necessary

security measures, thus comprising a horizontal security and
privacy framework that caters to the security requirements
of the entire architecture from top to bottom. This aims at
configuring secure network policies to deal with the larger
attack surface resulting from the shift toward edge VNF con-
tainerisation. In this respect, 5G-EPICENTRE takes advantage
of service mesh architectures to enforce such policies over the
entirety of the network.

A. Front-end Layer

On the ‘Front-end’ Layer, the 5G-EPICENTRE facility
framework hosts functional components related to facilitating
the interaction between the platform and targeted end-users,
i.e., experimenters and network function developers. Its aim
is to effectively address how these actors can utilise the
front end of the platform to build up and experiment with
their solutions. Hence, this layer includes the 5G-EPICENTRE
portal, a web-based user interface where actors can define the
experiment environment, migrate their applications, specify
what they need in terms of network resources (e.g., data,
storage, bandwidth, etc.), and receive insights on what each
of the federated testbeds can deliver. It is comprised of:

• The Experiment Planning Interface, where experimenters
are able to create and run their experiments leveraging
the 5G-EPICENTRE infrastructure. Apart from program-
ming application demands, this collection of components
provides: i) services for easily creating new experiments
and choosing when and where to run them (Experiment
Composer); ii) user authentication and management; iii)
an AppStore-like browsing experience for the VNFs and
NetApps hosted on the platform’s open-source reposito-
ries; and iv) a graphical NFV prototyping & composition
platform (NetApps’ creation & management dashboard)



supporting the definition of novel NetApps using the
available VNFs and orchestration of the experimental en-
vironment using the underlying testbed resources, similar
to the Containernet dashboard described in [13].

• The Insights Tool, an analytics visualisation dashboard
to determine the success of a range of network services,
providing both beyond-desktop visualisation features (via
advanced graphics visualisation dashboards and simula-
tion engines targeting an array of heterogeneous devices)
along with a rule-based adaptation engine for meaning-
fully personalising the visual output with a dual emphasis
on improving both the visualisation process and overall
system usability. The engine is based on an ontology-
based reasoner for adapting the visual information, taking
into consideration the content to be displayed as well as
the context of use, utilising the framework described in
[14].

In addition, using a RESTful software-defined northbound
application program interface (API), interconnection between
user-defined applications, with the services and applications
running over the network, is realised.

B. Back-end Layer

The ‘Back-end’ Layer incorporates several key functional
components of the platform, implemented as a single entry
point into the orchestration, with each testbed platform being
treated as a point of presence. This layer defines the synergies
that these components should implement, e.g., all necessary
data the system has to provide, as well as how these data are
accessed. It further indicates the high-level classification of
the 5G-EPICENTRE functional components according to their
contribution to the main objectives of the 5G-EPICENTRE
project, i.e., automated infrastructure management, strategic
placement of NetApp chain nodes over the cloud and edge
infrastructure resources, etc. [2]. The base components com-
prising this layer include:

• The Network Service Repository of NetApps and micro-
VNFs and CNFs, together with their northbound in-
terface, towards the catalogue browser and southbound
interface towards the cloud-native VNF manage, (see
Section V) constitutes a safety storage for the services.
The main function of the repository is to store the list of
available VNFs/CNFs or NetApps (and relating the latter
with the chains of VNFs/CNFs), as well as the constraints
of each element to be run over different infrastructures
or sites.

• The Experiment Coordinator, which coordinates the life-
cycle of experiments, ensuring that the required testbed(s)
resources are available, and that the configuration to be
sent to the orchestrator in the infrastructure is generated.
It is comprised of three sub-components, namely the
Experiment Scheduler, which determines the placement
of the experiment to effectively schedule its execution;
a Timeslot Running Process, which monitors availability
of resources to determine experiment execution; and a
Multi-Container Application Composer, which is used to

define the user application environment and the services
needed to run the experiment, producing a configuration
file that enables the Experiment Player (see below) to run
all necessary services together.

• The Experiment Player, which effectively runs the entire
experiment and manages the entire life-cycle of the users’
applications. At its core lies a cross-testbed service &
slice configurator manager, which manages the orchestra-
tion of the necessary resources so as to optimise the NFV
infrastructure for each experiment, and also handles all
network service events, such as starting, monitoring and
termination of the experiment, even across testbeds. A
cross-testbed VNF chain placement manager efficiently
manages and monitors optimal placement of NetApp
chain nodes for experiments spanning multiple testbeds,
while a 5G traffic simulator, which is fed by a moni-
toring system in the Analytics Aggregator (see below),
handles the creation of artificial network traffic in order
to simulate different 5G network conditions.

• Finally, an Analytics Aggregator is used to aggregate
the analytics data generated from the different testbeds
(see Section V) to the Front-end Layer, storing the
data to make them available to the Insights Tool (see
previous paragraph) in order to make them available for
visualisation.

C. Federation Layer

The ‘Federation’ Layer handles cross-testbed orchestration
of network services and resources so as to ensure an optimal
experiment environment. It implements a cross-testbed MANO
API, which allows access to the facilities federated under 5G-
EPICENTRE by wrapping different aspects of each individual
testbed API under a unified information model. This compo-
nent defines and develops a set of common and standardised
interfaces that intelligently combines the underlying testbed
hardware and software components to enable the creation of
new, virtual components that provide enhanced capabilities.
Key objectives of these interfaces are: i) to allow testbeds to
federate without losing control of their individual resources; ii)
enable the calibration of individual testbed components from
a singular control point; iii) allow experimenters to combine
the available resources to achieve different experimentation
conditions of varying scale and diversity; and iv) ensure these
configurations are easily repeatable by supporting reproducible
experimentation conditions.

V. INFRASTRUCTURE LAYER

The ‘Infrastructure’ Layer includes the individual 5G
testbed infrastructural elements, including the hardware re-
quired for the realisation of each individual 5G platform.
This layer acts as an abstraction of the heterogeneous 5G
radio deployment and network architecture configurations that
characterise each testbed, with individual platforms’ 5G com-
ponents stemming from a variety of EU and nationally funded
research and innovation activities at sufficiently high maturity
levels. Figure 4 describes a common frame of reference for



Fig. 4. 5G-EPICENTRE Infrastructure Layer reference frame with ETSI NFV-MANO architecture amplification for cloud-native NFV. Reuse of individual
5G testbed components are sought after to ensure administrative independence of each platform, with highlighted 5G-EPICENTRE augmentation (cloud-native
NFV MANO) and components (Analytics Engine, cross-testbed service & slice configurator translator, cross testbed VNF chain placement algorithm) being
replicated across all four testbeds to ensure interoperability via open interfaces.

the augmentation of the individual testbeds into the 5G-
EPICENTRE federation.

As already mentioned, the 5G-EPICENTRE architecture
aims to smoothly integrate testbeds into federation and, where
necessary, facilitate the reuse of existing components to
support administrative independence of the platform outside
of 5G-EPICENTRE activities. The 5G-EPICENTRE project
devotes more time and effort on the adaptation, reconfiguration
and evaluation of these components, refining and developing
all necessary functional blocks into a microservice-based ar-
chitecture. Hence, the goal is to smoothly evolve the existing
NFV-MANO architectures in each testbed currently built on
hypervisor-based virtualisation environments, supporting the
deployment of VNFs as virtual machines (VMs), where the
virtualised infrastructure (VI) manager (VIM) is mostly based
on VM orchestration tools, such as OpenStack and VMWare.
The end result is a Kubernetes-based orchestration system
for automating VI and VNF/CNF deployment, scaling and
management. To complement Back-end Layer cross-testbed
management components, two functional blocks are replicated
inside each testbed facility. Hence, a VNF chain placement
is installed at each testbed site, responsible for offloading
and redirecting traffic between the cloud and edge resources
available. Further, a slice manager translators component pro-
vides a translation layer that adapts the requests received from
the Back-end Layer cross-testbed service & slice configurator

manager to the specific infrastructure in each testbed.
Finally, a 5G-EPICENTRE Analytics Engine is installed

at each site, containing all necessary components towards
validating KPIs and assessing metrics related to the quality
of service and quality of experience (QoS/QoE), continuously
analysing experiment parameters to determine whether targets
set by the experimenters are met. This includes:

• An Analytics Driver component, which receives input
data from the individual 5G testbed components and
cloud-native NFV-MANO and pre-processs the data in
order to i) extract relevant data for KPIs calculation;
ii) extract relevant data for QoS/QoE analysis; and iii)
forward them to the other analytics components.

• A KPI Monitor component, which continuously computes
all prescribed experiment KPIs using data provided by the
Analytics Driver. Additionally, it stores computed values
in order to track KPIs’ evolution.

• A QoS/QoE Monitor component, which continuously
analyses received data to perform anomaly detection.
Periodically it performs in-depth analysis (i.e., pattern
discovery, clustering, etc.) in order to improve the overall
system performance. Moreover, it stores computed values
in order to track QoS/QoE parameters evolution. Finally,
it provides relevant data to the Analytics Aggregator
and notifies any detected anomalies to the Analytics
Aggregator.



VI. DISCUSSION

From a technical standpoint, 5G-EPICENTRE will pursue
the unification of multiple constituent 5G testbeds toward
delivering an experimentation infrastructure that will provide
sufficient resources for the deployment and carrying out of
PPDR experiments. Having the capacity to combine virtual
resources into new components that deliver greater capabilities
will enable 5G-EPICENTRE to sufficiently address highly
varying sets of requirements with respect to the various
application service types for PPDR use cases.

To achieve this goal, the architecture encompasses a shift
toward Cloud-Native network function orchestration to reap
the benefits that containers bring, such as faster instantiation,
lower resource utilization and smaller footprint of container-
ized microservices. Container virtualization technologies, such
as Docker, and container orchestration tooling such as Ku-
bernetes, are prime candidates for implementing the proposed
shift in NFV MANO. In this respect, many works underline
the use of Kubernetes as both a Virtual Infrastructure and a
Virtual Network Function Manager. This is expected to enable
5G-EPICENTRE’s capacity to capitalize on transformational
technologies, such as Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC).

The foreseen (theoretical) benefits of the proposed archi-
tecture are manifold. For one, the performance of the net-
work will be sufficiently enhanced due to the adoption of
containerization and automated operations technologies. In
addition, functional components within the 5G-EPICENTRE
architecture address the capacity to orchestrate VNFs closer to
the end users, hence the notion of flexibly allocating NetApp
chain nodes between cloud and edge resources will be fully
taken advantage of. Finally, due to the analytics modules being
replicated across all testbeds participating in the federation, a
consistent output that can satisfy KPI and anomalies’ reporting
requirements elicited by key 5G-EPICENTRE stakeholders
(experimenters and network function developers) can be en-
sured.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the 5G-EPICENTRE reference
architecture toward the integration of tools for cross-site net-
work slice management, automated service function control,
experiment life-cycle management and KPI monitoring, all
supported through a 5G experimentation facility framework
acting as a single point of control. As a testbed federator,
5G-EPICENTRE will pursue interoperability between each
of its underlying testbed’s diverse, multi-vendor 5G network
hardware, so as to harmonize and align technologies and
standards native to each testbed facility. Toward this end,
specifically, NetApp developer interfaces for interoperability
will be employed in cross-testbed service orchestration, en-
suring an additional layer of interoperability is provided.

The proposed framework is complemented by a reference
implementation for Cloud-Native NFV-MANO, which will
support the deployment of the 5G-EPICENTRE microservice-
based model (e.g. deconstructing VNFs into microservices,
that can be deployed on a shared Cloud infrastructure) as

well as compatibility with modern-era orchestration tools
(Kubernetes). The overall aim will be to facilitate the flexible
integration of both new and existing building blocks.

The presented architecture will serve as a guide for the
development activities taking place in the context of the
5G-EPICENTRE project, toward the implementation of the
functional building blocks and their eventual integration into
the preliminary and final experimentation facility. Following
the project’s evolutionary approach, this architecture will be
revised and updated as needed throughout the lifetime of the
project, thus taking into account updates on user requirements
as well as feedback from the development, integration and
testing of both individual components and the integrated
experimentation platform prototype.
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